
Dear Harvest Partner,
We have entered the twilight zone. The end of time is closing in on this earth where the cup of

iniquity is full. Last month we wrote about the coming great earthquake in California. Why would God
take such great judgement on California and this nation? God’s judgement is coming swift and soon.
And before this letter is over I will list some of the reasons. A recent new law in California cannot be
ignored - News report: California Democrats legalize child prostitution. Prostitution by minors will be
legal in California. Yes… and passed by the progressive Democrats who control California’s state… and
how other traffickers in human misery will respond to this new law isn’t difficult to see. Signed into law
by Dem. Gov. Jerry Brown. We have now reached the depths of Sodom and beyond! Here is one aspect
of the secret societies, the Illuminati. They run the music and entertainment world. They’re involvement
has radically changed the entertainers morally and mentally where sexual display is fully on stage in
front of large audiences and their partying is beyond imagination leading our young people astray. – As
I was writing this letter Donald Trump was inaugurated as our 45 th President. During that exact time
there were riots and destruction in the streets. The next day there were large “peaceful”
demonstrations. Over a million women marched across our nation, some carrying very vulgar signs and
using inappropriate language. A news anchorman said they couldn’t allow the airing of some of it and
said he certainly wouldn’t take his own daughters to a rally like that!

THE PLAIN TRUTH IN PROPHECY – (A quote from Neal Frisby’s library.) The age we live in has
entered a new phase of fantasy, imagination intermingled from reality to science fiction, sorcery, magic,
phantasm; you name it, man is doing it! Blending many new ways to perform and use immorality. What
used to be science fiction has now become fact and fantasy! “And the incredible is yet to come pushing
the age beyond anything seen in 6000 years! Almost anything science and inventions can almost
imagine, he can practically do!” But the Lord will set a limit and will reach a peak. Gen. 11:6, “And the
Lord said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and
now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do.” - Today we have
computer software called “Babylon”! It allows anyone the ability to translate from one language to
another with the press of a button “uniting all people into one global system by modern technology.”

THE SNARE OF MAN’S KNOWLEDGE will cause the greatest wickedness and debauchery ever
seen! Technology and new inventions will produce the most revolutionary change ever seen in the
period ahead concerning the electronic age! “The computers and electronics are going to take over
practically controlling everything including mankind!” Finally social capitalism will be the final
dictatorship worldwide! The world dictator will use everything for his personal advantage! While a
shorter workweek will lead to more pleasure while people fall asleep! As they wake up the elect will be
gone and a world takeover has occurred! Global prophecy – “We will see social violence, and I mean
violence! The world is in store for a social revolution that has not been seen before!” Neal Frisby
wrote in 2002: “Out of all Israel’s problems and heartaches there will be international law declared
against them. This should tell the Elect its’ time is short indeed!” – Note: On Dec. 23, 2016 the United
Nations voted an international law against Israel.

The heavens – Two eclipses are to take place, a pre-numeral lunar eclipse on Feb. 11 and an annular
solar eclipse Feb. 26th. – Two strange events that started in 2016 and end in 2017: Jupiter and Uranus are
at full opposition in the heavens starting Nov. 8, 2016 and end April 15, 2017 when the Sun conjuncts
with Uranus. And again from Aug. 27, 2017 they are in opposition and ends when the Sun conjuncts
with Jupiter on Oct. 25, 2017. An unusual event indeed! Luke 21:25, “And there shall be signs in the
sun, moon, and stars; and upon the earth distress of nations.” Gen.1:14 says, “and let them be for
signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years.” Also read Ps.19:1-2. End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called “Preparation” and also a DVD, “Rest and Restoration.” I’m
working on a way to ship more books to our overseas partners. There is a great blessing for those who
remember our missionary work. May God’s wisdom and love be with you in the coming days.
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All three CD’s: ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Rest and Restoration”
“Perfected in Unity”                                                       Also available: “The Perfect Hiding Place”
“Faith Presence”                                                                              ($20.00 donation each)
“Lessons of Solomon”


